Let G be a finite group, a be a fixed cocycle of G and Proj(G, a) denote the set of irreducible projective characters of G lying over the cocycle a.
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Let N < G, and \ € Irr(G) such that [XNAN] i 1 0, where ljv denotes the trivial character of N. Then N < Ker(x).
Our generalization will take the form of answering the following question. Let a be a cocycle of G and N < G. Under which necessary and sufficient conditions does there exist a G-invariant projective character of N with degree 1 and cocycle aw?
Our motivation for investigating this problem is provided by Haggarty and Humphreys [1] who said "Given a subgroup L of G, a cocycle a of G determines a cocycle ax of L by restriction. However elements which are a/,-regular in L need not be a-regular in G. This fact complicates the theory of projective characters."
The implication here can be taken to be that given that every element of L is a-regular (see 1.1 for this definition), then the theory of projective characters is similar to ordinary character theory. Indeed as the theory applies to induction from L to G this is the case, however we shall show in Section 1 that this is certainly not the case when looking at the restriction from G to L, where KG.
Projective characters of degree one
To avoid repetition we fix the following notation for the rest of this paper. Let G be a group, a be a cocycle of G, and Proj(G, a) denote the set of irreducible projective characters of G with cocycle a. We shall also use without further reference the fact due to Schur that o ([a] ) in M{G) divides £(1) for all £ e Proj(G, a;), where M{G) denotes the Schur multiplier of G. We thus have that there is an element of Proj (G, a) of degree 1 if and only if [a] = [1] . We now recall some more well-known facts about projective characters in a series of lemmas. We start however with a basic definition.
It 
0(9,h) = MM!p. a (g,h)
for all g,heG. 
. Let N < G, and let inf denote the inflation homomorphism from M(G/N) into M(G). Then there exists a G-invariant 6 € Proj(7V, QAT) with 6(1) = 1 if and only if [a] G Im(inf).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030731 [4] Projection characters of degree one and the inflation-restriction sequence 275 PROOF. Suppose there exists a G-invariant 8 € Proj(iV,ajv) with 6(1) = 1. Let P be an irreducible projective representation of G with cocycle a which has 6 as a constitutent of P/v-Then, if P has degree n, we have that P induces a homomorphism P : G/N -> PGL{n, C) defined by P(gN) = U(P(g)) for all g G G, where II denotes the natural homomorphism from GL(n, C) onto PGL(n, C). Now any section of P will be a projective This result would appear to have easily answered our original question. However we shall now demonstrate that in certain circumstances it is possible to produce G-invariant projective characters of degree 1 in situations where it is not intrinsically obvious that the cocycle could be inflated. It is obvious that if there is a G-invariant element of Proj(7V, C*N) of degree 1, then necessarily every element of N is a-regular. One could conjecture, falsely as it happens, that this was also a sufficient condition, but our next major result shows that to some extent this conjecture would be justified. [6] Projection characters of degree one and the inflation-restriction sequence 277 element of TV is a-regular. Let } £ G such that (gC) = G/C, then by 1.9 g fixes some 6' € Proj (AT,a N 
). Thus G = (g,C) < I G {S').
It is interesting to note that Mangold in (5.1) of [7] claimed that every element of G is a-regular if and only if [a] = [1] . The first of the following examples demonstrates that this is in fact false in general for a non-abelian group, and hence also shows that the condition of every element of G being a-regular is not even sufficient generally, to guarantee the existence of an element of Proj (G, a) of degree 1.
EXAMPLES. Let p be a prime number, and H be the "einfachste" representation group for (C p ) 4 as in (3.5.4) of [3] , so that \H\ = p 10 and H = (xi,X2,x 3 use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030731
